
FUNDAMENTAL COFFIN



FUNDAMENTAL COFFIN

Simple flat lid, particle board coffin.



norfolk coffin

Single raised lid, particle board coffin.



natural casket

Safety clip closure.

Solid timber casket in a natural sanded finished with matching long bar handles. Mitred corners.



bAmboo coffin

Strong butted corners.

Solid bamboo flat lid coffin with solid timber handles. Plated thumb screw closures.



camphor laurel 
coffin

Decorative base moulding. Thumb screw closure.

Solid camphor laurel timber coffin finished in clear lacquer to emphasize the timber grain,  
double raised lid.

Turned timber handles with 
plated mounts.



rosemont coffin

Electro plated handles. Thumbscrew closure.

Parquetry timber coffin with double raised lid, finished in a rosewood gloss.



denman coffin

Swing bar handles with  
impressive mountings.

Parquetry Timber Coffin with double raised lid, unique side panels. Extensive routing of edges.



clive coffin

Electro plated handles.

Parquetry timber flat lid coffin in a light walnut finish. Grooved and bead edge lid.



sorrento coffin

Electro plated handles.

Clear glossed finished parquetry coffin with double raised lid.



ashbelle white wash 
coffin

Highly decorated swing bar 
handles.

Pure white finished coffin with double raised lid, solid timber with decorative grooving. Routed edges.



stuart coffin

Rich gold coloured handles.

White finished craftwood coffin of simple flat lid design.



regency casket

Impressive domed lid casket with turned corner pillars, substantial base and top plinths,  
full length timber bar handles. Quality cedar timber with satin interior.

Solidly constructed throughout.



william white  
casket

Timber swing handles with 
electro plated mountings.

Finest white finished casket, base plinth and semi domed lid. Fully mitred joints.



william rosewood 
casket

Timber swing handles with  
electro plated metal mountings.

A traditional rosewood finished casket with semi domed lid. Stately satin finish.



barker casket

Electro plated handles.

Mapel finished casket. Double raised lid.



amy coffin

One piece electro plated  
handle.

Rosewood finished semi domed lid coffin with strong base and top plinths. Semi gloss finish.



maple coffin

Electro plated swing handles.

Maple finished coffin with single raised lid. Routed and mitred edges.



PIETA MAPLE

A traditional solid maple finished in a hand rubbed high gloss cherry stain enhancing the rich colour 
and natural beauty of the timber. Antique hardware and wooden swing bars complement the graceful 
design of this casket. Champagne velvet lining adorns the interior with detailed ruching inside the lid.



MILLENNIUM

An impressive Stainless Steel casket hand polished to a mirrored silver finish. Beautiful 24 carat gold 
plating on the swing bar handles are an elegant contrast and complete the sophisticated exterior.  
Featuring a fully adjustable bed and mattress, the white velvet interior is of the highest quality.  
The Millennium is supported by a ten year manufacturer’s warranty on workmanship.



CLASSIC GOLD

A striking 48oz Brushed Bronze casket which features a tasteful blend of black and gold colours.  
Beautiful details such as 24 carat gold plated swing bar handles enhance this design. The interior is 
lined with champagne velvet and features an adjustable bed and mattress. The memory safe drawer 
provides a secure place for special keepsakes. This casket includes a fifteen year warranty on  
workmanship.



LAST SUPPER

A traditional and beautiful solid poplar casket enhanced with a pecan stain which has been hand 
rubbed to a high gloss finish. The Last Supper motif adorns the exterior of the casket, completed by 
wooden bar handles. Elegant Rosetan Crepe furnishes the interior. A full colour print of the Last Supper 
is framed inside the upper lid of the casket.



PROMETHEAN

A world renowned casket of unsurpassed quality, the 48oz Polised Bronze composition of the  
Promethean offers a lustrous gold colour in a hand polished mirror finish. The swing bar handles  
feature 14 carat gold plating in keeping with the superior construction of this casket. A fully adjustable 
bed and mattress support the luxurious white velvet interior. A fifteen year guarantee on workmanship 
reflects the lasting quality of this magnificent casket.
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